KERALA POLICE - GANG REPORT

From S.H.O

To

Gang of

Madras No.

Previous Reference:-

My/Your of

(Repetition of any of the following points answered in a previous report is not required)

1. Where, when and by whom was gang first seen?
2. What is their alleged home, whence do they come and by what way?

3. What languages do they speak and which amongst themselves?
4. How dressed, how subsisting, what do their women do, are they moral?

5. What property have they with them?

6. Under whose surveillance do they come and do you place them?
7. Have you searched baggage whilst they are on/the move by surprise?
8. State what is suspicious in the property, baggage and movements and from questioning villages?
9. Give nominal roll showing names sex, age, relationships and descriptions. Attach any official papers or certificates.
10. Attach F.P. slips of adults, male and female, written in English in duplicate if from Madras side and triplicate if from elsewhere.